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A damage prediction method for

building structures based on

convolutional neural network

Kang Deng1, Siqi Yuan1, Shiyu Ding1

Abstract. To improve the accuracy on structural damage prediction of Kashgar high platform
folk house, put forward a kind of prediction method for structural damage of Kashgar high platform
folk houses based on convolution neural network (CNN). Firstly, utilize the dynamic characteristic
equation of free vibration for many degrees of freedom system, give the theoretical basis model
for damage analysis of Kashgar high platform folk houses, and explain the correlation between
frequency change of free order and damage information of structure; then, introduce the convolution
neural network to predict the structural damage of Kashgar high platform folk houses, as CNN
network is operated in the little image window during the training and testing stage, enabling
the network weight to observe the feature of high platform folk houses from the input data via
this window; finally, through the simulation experiment analysis, verify the efficiency of raised
algorithm.
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1. Introduction

The guiding concept for old Kashgar city reconstruction is to put the life safety
in the first place, and combine the unsafe houses reconstruction in old city with
earthquake prevention, especially the reconstruction against the high platform folk
houses; combine it with the aid to the poor and improvement of resident life; com-
bine with tradition and promotion of Uyghur historical culture; combine with the
long-term urban development. In the concrete implementation process, apply the
site renovation, extensively solicit the resident wishes, and design door by door, with
resident participating in the implementation during the construction process, espe-
cially the roof, railing, stairs, column type, window and door during the decoration
at the later stage.
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During long-term use, gone through the aging or influenced by the earth, ty-
phoon and other factors, the building structure would be affected by the damage in
different degree. At the present, many methods in the data mining are applied into
the identification field of building structural damage, mainly including the neural
network, support vector machine and other machine learning algorithms. Literature
[5] researches the damage detection on main girder structure of steel bridge with
artificial neural network and finite element model, result showing: the artificial neu-
tral network after acquired valve sample training has the strong potential advantage
in the structural damage identification. Literature [6] researches the applicability
of Bayesian neural networks in the structural damage identification of cable stayed
bridge. Literature [7] positions the structural damage with cepstrum analysis and re-
sponse measured value obtained by artificial neural network. As the wavelet analysis
has the analytical ability on signal multi-resolution and time-frequency localization
nature, combination with advantages of wavelet analysis and neural network is able
to further develop the structural damage identification theory.

Based on the above algorithms, aiming at the decision on structural damage
of Kashgar high platform folk houses, with the convention neutral network as the
analysis tool, this paper designs the analysis algorithm for the structural damage
prediction and verifies the efficiency of raised method through the experiment.

2. Theoretical basis

2.1. Structure of Kashgar high platform folk houses

The Uyghur name of high platform folk house is Kuoziqiyabeixi Lane, referring
to the Gaoya Earthenware, named from the millennial pottery process, as shown
in Fig.1. The high platform folk houses are built on the loess high cliff for more
than 20m high and 400m long at the southeast end of old city, adjoining to Tuman
River and East Lake Park. As most of existing residences are established after the
great earthquake in 1902, the old houses for hundred years are everywhere. Most
residents are Uyghur, mainly working on the traditional Uyghur handicraft manu-
facture. Here, the ethnic characteristics and life features are intensively reflected,
showing the unique charm.

2.2. Structural damage theory

For any many degrees of freedom system, the dynamic characteristic equation of
its free vibration can be expressed as:

Md̈+ Cḋ+Kd = 0 . (1)

In the formula, d is the displacement vector for degree of freedom of node, ḋ
and d̈ respectively as the first and second derivative of d to the time, namely the
velocity vector and acceleration vector of node. M is the system mass matrix, C as
the system damping matrix and K as the systematic stiffness matrix. Leaving out
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Fig. 1. Kashgar high platform folk houses

the damping influence, simplify the Formula (1) as

Md̈+Kd = 0 . (2)

The Formula (2) is called as the system non-damping free vibration equation.
As each point makes the simple harmonic vibration nearby the equilibrium position
when free vibration, d = φsinω(t − t0), then, its characteristic equation can be
represented as:

(K − ω2M)φ = 0 . (3)

In the formula, K and M respectively are the global stiffness matrix and mass
matrix; ϕ is the regularization vibration mode; ω is the inherent frequency. Assuming
that the damage causes certain change to the structural stiffness matrix and mass
matrix, then, corresponding changes shall be made to ϕ and ω, and the structural
motion equation after damaging is:

[(K + ∆K) − (ω2 + ∆ω2)(M + ∆M)](φ+ ∆φ) = 0 . (4)

In the formula: ∆K, ∆M , ∆ϕ and ∆ω respectively are the global stiffness ma-
trix, mass matrix, vibration mode and frequency variations. The damage position
and degree of engineering structure normally have obvious influence to the stiffness
matrix of structure, with relatively small influence to the mass distribution. There-
fore, ∆M can be left out. Leave out ∆M in the Formula (4) and expand as follows:

∆ω2 =
φT ∆Kφ

φTMφ
. (5)

For one pure vibration mode i(i = 1, 2, · · · ), then:

∆ω2
i =

φTi AKφi
φTi Mφi

. (6)

The total stiffness matrix of structure can be divided into the element stiffness
matrix, while the element deformation can be calculated from the vibration mode
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of structure, namely:
εm(φ) = f(φ) . (7)

In the formula, εm is the element number, and m is the element deformation.
Then:

φTi Kφi =

M1∑
m=1

εTm(φi)kmεm . (8)

In the formula, M1 is the sum of structural element. There is:

φTi ∆Kφi =

M1∑
m=1

εTm(φi)∆kmεm(φi) . (9)

Then, the Formula (6) can be transformed as:

∆ω2
i ==

M1∑
m=1

εTm(φi)∆kmεm(φi)

φTi Mφi
. (10)

For the single damage element N of building structure, the Formula (10) can be
simplified as:

∆ω2
i =

εTN (φi)∆kNεN (φi)

φTi Mφi
. (11)

From the Formula (11), it can be known that: the change to structural frequency
is directly linked to the element change. The structural frequency change in free
order contains the damage degree information of same element N . The change to
natural frequency and modal shape caused by the damage in one position can be
taken as the identification index for specific damage.

3. Convolution neural network prediction

3.1. Establishment of network mapping

In the pattern identification algorithm based on CNN network, it is required to
represent the input data as the feature mapping form. Represent the input data as
the input of 2D array, presenting in the horizontal x and vertical y pixel form. CNN
network operates in the small window for inputting image during the training and
testing stage, enabling the network weight to observe the feature of high platform
folk houses from the input data via this window.

At the present, there are many types of input forms of DNN matrix. In this case,
2D convolution operation can be carried out, while the normalization operation can
be carried out for the frequency and time at the same time. Or, only take the
frequency normalization here. In such case, the same features of high platform folk
houses are combined as the 1D feature mapping. Once constructing the input feature
vector, respectively activate the operation in the convolution and convergence layer.
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Similar to input layer, the convolution and convergence layer of the element also can
be expressed as the mapping matrix form. In the CNN terms, the convolution and
convergence layer can be expressed 1 CNN layer.

3.2. CNN convolution layer

As shown in Fig.1, for every input feature mapping, assuming that I is the
total quantity of mapping, Oi(i = 1, · · · , I); connecting to multiple feature mapping
(assuming that the total quantity is J), Qj(j = 1, · · · , J); the convolution layer
based on local weight matrix is I×J , wi,j (1, · · · , I; j = 1, · · · , J). The mapping can
be expressed as the convolution calculation in the signal processing. Assuming that
the input feature mapping is 1D, the feature mapping for convolution layer of every
nerve cell can be calculated as:

qj,rm = σ

(
I∑

i=l

F∑
n=1

oi,n+m−1wi,j,n + wo,j)

)
, (j = 1, · · · , J) . (12)

In the formula, oi,m is the ith input for feature mapping Oi of nerve cell m;
is the jth input for nerve cell m of convolution layer feature mapping Oj ; is the
nth element of weight vectorwi,j ; F is the filter size, with its value determining the
number of feature mapping band input by every convolution layer.

( 1,2, , )i i IO  ( 1,2, , )j j JQ  ( 1,2, , )j j JP 

,i jw
1,2, ,i I 

1,2, ,j J 

 
  Fig. 2. CNN network operating structure

Because of the localized feature mapping of selected high platform folk house,
these feature mappings are defined within the limited signal feature range of high
platform folk houses. Based on the convolution operator, the Formula (8) can be
simplified in matrix form:

Qj = σ(

I∑
i=1

Oi ∗ wi,j), (j = 1, · · · , J) (13)
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In the formula, Oi represents the ith input feature mapping, and wi,j represents the
localized weight matrix. When on the basis of 1D feature mapping, Oi and wi,j are
vectors; when on the basis of 2D feature mapping, Oi and wi,j are the matrixes.

3.3. CNN convergence layer

As shown in Fig.2, exert the convergence operation in the CNN convergence
layer to generate the corresponding convergence layer. The convergence function
is independently applied to every convolution feature mapping. When using the
maximum convergence function, CNN convergence layer can be defined as [14]:

pi,m =
G

max
n=1

qi,(m−1)×s+n . (14)

Of which, G is the scale of convergence layer, and s is the displacement size,
determining the contact ratio of adjacent convergence windows. Similarly, if using
the mean function, then, the output can be calculated as:

pi,m = r

G∑
n=1

qi,(rm−1)×s+n . (15)

In the formula, r is the scale factor able to be studied. Normally, in the image
identification application, under the constraint G = s, in case of no overlap of con-
vergent window, there is no clearance among them. In this condition, the maximum
convergence feature mapping is showed to be superior to the mean convergence fea-
ture mapping. In this paper, independently adjust G and s. In addition, apply the
nonlinear activation function to generate the final output. The schematic diagram
of convergence process with convergence layer size of 3 is given in the Fig.2. Every
convergence layer element accepts the nerve cell input of three convolution layers
in the same feature mapping. If G = s, then the convergence layer size will be one
third of convolution layer size.

4. Experimental analysis

4.1. Structural damage simulation and acquisition of re-
sponse signal

Most researches on structural damage detection method begin from the numeri-
cal simulation, which refers to the damage simulation method. Normally, for small
damage, only the change to structural stiffness shall be considered when simulating,
dispense with considering the change to mass. The simplest simulation method is
to build the finite element model of structure, and simulate the structural damage
for lowering the stiffness of one element. The quantitative range of small damage
can be deemed as the product of reduction ratio of element stiffness and propor-
tion of element size occupying the overall structure size. The relation between the
percent ratio of stiffness reduction and actual physical damage mode shall be deter-
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mined according to the actual structural materials. The research with great difficulty
belongs to the microscopic damage mechanics category, while its corresponding rela-
tion being referred to the “finite element modeling method of improved small damage
mechanics”.

In the project practice, as the bridge structure will normally be affected by ran-
dom exciting load when various vehicles pass during the using process, the random
accelerated speed is considered to be exerted, the oscillogram as shown in Fig.4.

 
  
Fig. 3. Displacement response signals of intact structure and damage structure

Then, predict and analyze the bridge structure with CNN network, and extract
the displacement response signal. The Fig.4 is the comparison diagram of displace-
ment response signal for damage structure state and intact structure. From the
Fig.3, it can be seen: the displacement response before and after damage has no
obvious change.

4.2. Damage detection result

When training facing to all plate elements, the selected training samples are:
plate element 8, 25, 44, 52, 55, 63, 73, 76, 82, 90, 97, 108, 120, 127, 134, 140,
144, 150, 159, 163, 186, 194, 209, 216, 222, 232, 236, 238, 245, 251, 254, 264, 269,
280, 283, 288, 299, 301, 307, 312, 315, 321, 326, 333, 337, 351, 357, 371, 388 and
392 (totally are 50 elements), respectively damages for 0.0124%, 0.0187%, 0.0218%,
0.0342% and 0.0404% and so that can construct total 250 single damage operating
conditions. See Fig.9 for the concrete position. The selected 9 test samples are No.63
plate element (damage for 0.0311%), No.150 plate element (damage for 0.0311%)
and No.283 plate element (damage for 0.0311%); No.108 plate element (damage for
0.0280%), No.216 plate element (damage for 0.0280%) and No.301 plate element
(damage for 0.0280%); No.44 plate element (damage for 0.0155%), No.186 plate
element (damage for 0.0155%) and No.337 plate element (damage for 0.0155%). At
this moment, the neural network has 250 training samples and 9 testing samples.
After applying the Matlab initialization network, carry out the training and obtain
the network error of 0.0433, illustrating that the network training is efficient. Input
the testing sample into the trained network, the output result as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Detection result for neural network of training deck slab

 

From the Table 1, it can be seen that, for the damage positioning result of testing
sample, the maximum error is less than 9.34%; when in great damage, if the damage
is 0.0311% and 0.028%, the maximum positioning error is less than 6.51%, with
better effect than when damage is 0.0155%. This is because the greater the damage
is, the greater the caused difference response signal, and the more obvious the change
to damage characteristic quantity is. When training only facing to the plate, the
network is convergent, with good damage positioning ability.

5. Conclusions

The damage to building structure is an important problem in connection to
building safety. To identify the damage position and degree of building structure,
set up the model against the actual engineering building structure, take the natural
frequency change rate of building structure as the damage index, and identify the
different damage condition of building structure by utilizing the neural network
technology. The result of simulation test shows that, application of the frequency
change ratio as the convolution neural network of input vector can well identify the
damage degree of components, with its relative error of identification being controlled
within 3%.

The method can position the damage position to the resident position, to provide
the reference basis for the online monitoring and damage identification and predic-
tion of complex building structure, and to further lay a theoretical and method
basis for achieving the adoption of frequency test method and evaluation of healthy
condition of building structure in the actual building structure.
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